PHILLIES WIN FIRST GAME THREE TO ONE

BULGARIA IS NOW ALLIED TO CENTRAL POWERS

GERMANIES MAKE PROMISES OF NEW TERRITORY

Operations on West Front Devoted Namely Cannonading

By George B. Hulke.

Great Throats at World Series Game Fills Park Early

OLD STARS ARE MISSED IN THE WORLD SERIES

J. Franklin Baker and His High-Beat Leaves a Vacancy Hard to Fill

By Boston Courier.

WORLD SERIES:

Great Laboratory for Naval Purposes

Naval Advisory Board Will Ask Congress to Appropriate Eight Millions

PITCHERS' BATTLE WON BY ALEXANDER THE GREAT

Score Was Tied Up. One to One in First Half of Eighth Inning But Boston's Pitcher Won to Pieces in Last Half of Same Inning—Eight Hits were Made off Alexander But He Kept Them so Scattered That Only One Counted In the Scoring

By J. W. C. Mason.

ALLIES MUDDLED BALKAN SITUATION

Diplomatic Representatives Placed Too Much Confidence In Premier

THE WEATHER

By Masson.

At the White House

By J. W. C. Mason.